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Ask the right questions of your
results and gain deeper insight

Download the ERA user guide
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Why ERA?
Enhanced Results Analysis is a multi-purpose, start-of-term tool for teachers trying to gain a better
understanding of results and how they can be improved. ERA is here to help whether you’re a:
•
•
•

subject teacher planning targeted, topic intervention
head of department pinpointing performance by groups, or
head of centre, seeking a high level, comparative view.

Our free tool is easy to use, data are shown in easily digestible charts and results are downloadable – so
you can amalgamate data and conduct your own analysis.
Here you’ll find out how to get the most from ERA – you can also watch our step-by-step two-minute
tutorials.

“Enhanced Results Analysis completely transformed how our team used external data.
ERA helped us extract greater value from our data – something I believe contributed distinctly to our
improved results.”

–

Rory McQueen, Head of English Ormiston Sir Stanley Matthews Academy
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Whole school performance
“Using Enhanced Results Analysis, you’ll be able to see a summary of the grades for your school and
identify how many students received marks within certain grade boundaries.
You can compare your results to those of previous years, the AQA national average and similar schools
and colleges.”

Introducing ‘grades overview’

–

Martin Hanney (Relationship Manager AQA)

By selecting ‘grades overview’ you’ll be able to identify strengths and weaknesses at a higher level and
delve in deeper in selected areas. The data can be used to gain an understanding of how well each
specification is being delivered and for benchmarking to improve future performance.
You’ll be able to address issues more quickly and focus CPD more effectively.

To view the range of grades across your centre
First, select ‘all’. Here you’ll be able to view school performance as against past performance, similar
centres and all AQA centres.
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To view the range of grades for specific subjects
Perform the same search and select the relevant subject from the drop-down menu. Here you can see
the centre breakdown of grades for Science in 2017 and how it compares to last year’s results and the
school average for all subjects; as well as to similar centres and all AQA centres.

Watch Martin walk through these steps in his two-minute tutorial.
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Subject performance
“At the start of the autumn term, I use Enhanced Results Analysis to influence my teaching plans for the
coming year.
I use ERA diagnostically, to identify topics and question types that may require a different approach
going forward.”

– Lisa Ford, English teacher
By reviewing subject performance with ERA you can gain a quick summary of your students’
performance, compare your results to those of last year and identify the topics and question types that
may need extra focus in the coming year.

View a quick summary of subject performance
Select ‘marks analysis’ and use the search boxes to search by qualification, session/year and subject
group. You can ‘include groups’ to view summaries for any sub-groups you’ve created.
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Once you’ve looked at the quick summaries, you may want to view in greater detail performance by
individual topics or components.
To do this, select ‘view skills and topics analysis’ – located under the summary data.
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Once you’ve selected ‘view skills and topic analysis’, you’ll be able to view performance for identifiable
areas of knowledge being assessed. For example, a comparative look at performance by assessment
objective.

Watch Lisa Ford’s two-minute tutorial to find out why and how she uses ERA to analyse subject
performance.
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Student performance
“I use AQA’s Enhanced Results Analysis tool to gain a comprehensive view of student performance – I
can then present this to the Head of my Department and form a plan for the coming year”.

– Lisa Padmore, English teacher

Introducing ‘marks analysis’
Using the ‘marks analysis’ feature you’ll be able to see individual questions from each exam paper, as
well as the average mark your students received for each question. By clicking on the different questions
you’ll be able to see the total marks available for particular questions and the marks that individual
students received for those questions.

View the marks for individual students
First click ‘marks analysis’ and use the search boxes to search by qualification, session and subject
group.
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Next, select ‘view components’ to see the different components that make up an assessment.

You can then view a question by question breakdown for most components by selecting ‘view questions’.
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Select ‘view marks’ to see the number of marks individual students received for particular questions. You
can sort by candidate number, name or mark. Jump from question to question using the dropdown
menu.

Watch Lisa Padmore’s two-minute tutorial to find out how she uses ERA to analyse student
performance and plan.
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Group performance
“Using Enhanced Results Analysis, Heads of Departments can identify and troubleshoot areas that
certain classes or groups have found difficult.
ERA can help you make targeted departmental interventions.”

–

Julian Clarke, (Head of Curriculum for Science, AQA)

Introducing ‘group performance’
By creating groups you can narrow your focus on the performance of particular groups of students. You’ll
be able to pinpoint performance by class, set and teacher; or other groups of your choosing such as
those supported by intervention measures.
Below you’ll find step-by-step guidance on how to set-up and monitor your groups.
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Create your groups prior to results day:
First select ‘maintain groups’, then select ‘create new’. Set the group name (eg GCSE Science 1) and
choose your access level. Use the search boxes to find the relevant qualification, session, subject and
entry code. Put a tick next to the name and ID number of every student that you want to include in the
group and hit ‘save group’.

Handy tip: you can only set up groups once candidates’ entries have been submitted.
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Analyse the results for your groups
On the ‘maintain groups’ tab select the group you want to view and save – then click ‘marks analysis’.

Once you’ve clicked on ‘marks analysis’ you’ll be able to run the same search to identify the qualification,
session and subject and entry code. Select ‘include groups’.
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Once you’ve clicked ‘search’ you’ll be able to view the results of your group and see how they’ve
performed compared to the centre as a whole, similar centres and all AQA centres. You can also
compare with previous years and your other groups, as well as viewing a gender breakdown.

Watch Julian’s two-minute tutorial for a walk through and further guidance.
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ERA at work: Ormiston Sir
Stanley Matthews Academy
Rory McQueen

About the contributor
Rory McQueen is now in his eighth year of teaching and has been Head of
English at Ormiston Sir Stanley Matthews Academy in Stoke-on-Trent for
three years. He is currently an English examiner and keen Rugby League
player. Rory enjoys blogging, when his two young children allow him the
time, and his views can be found at @WeROssma on Twitter.

The role of ERA
Enhanced Results Analysis (ERA) completely transformed how our youthful, enthusiastic but
inexperienced English team used external data. Previously we just used grades to measure outcomes
and manage staff performance, but ERA helped us challenge the efficiency with which we used the data
our school experienced is judged on. We learned to fear our data less and better utilise it to enhance
performance.

Identifying issues and addressing them faster
With ERA we were able to view our performance in the exam by question.
Not only that but we also had the option to compare our performance on each question to other centres
in similar contexts, as well as compare nationally. Instantly we were made aware of areas we needed to
develop and also the areas where we had bucked a trend of underperformance, either nationally or with
similar centres. ERA helped accelerate our department towards addressing these issues; creating
actions that had used limited effort and time in terms of input, but had huge impact for both staff and
students.

Ranking student performance question-by-question
ERA allowed us to rank student performance by question. Instantly we were able to view which students
answered most effectively, which did not, and where our more successful persuasive writers came from
in terms of class and teacher. This instant insight (viewable from the day results were released) created
a number of avenues to explore.
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Focusing CPD more smartly
In-house CPD suddenly became more specialised and cost effective – skills and expertise of specific
teachers were shared and secrets to individual successes disseminated within the department; then
embedded in all lessons for all learners.
This, added to the Chief Examiner’s report, is still an essential part of developing and planning how to
shape teaching and learning for the following year – especially in regard to exam practice and enhancing
the exam performance for pupils. We found that a particular staff member taught language analysis in a
very specific way, on average out-performing groups of similar ability students (in different groups) by 2.3
marks. With this insight, we were able to bring all students broadly in line.

Differentiating example scripts
Paying to have selected scripts returned from the exam board became far more worthwhile – we could
create differentiated example scripts for middle ability and higher ability students.
We could identify which students achieved the most marks per question, meaning we had an informed
decision on which scripts to request on results day. We now use the example scripts as anchoring points
for future departmental moderation as well as marking our own mock papers in line with examiner
expectations. Students should also see the value in using them as a comparison when peer and selfassessing. Sometimes it is difficult to explain why a resource achieved 10 out of 16 marks, whereas a
response marked by an examiner to compare their own to enables them to evaluate and compare what
they have produced.

Matching students with the right staff
We created our own ERA sheets after in-house assessments and mock exams, which meant we could
ensure that the right student was placed with the right member of staff based on their individual skill
deficit (or strength) in specific questions.
For example, if Student A struggled with a particular assessment objective, we could see that it was Mr
X’s class that excelled in that area. Therefore, he would either: teach that pupil next year as a class
teacher, become that student’s revision tutor, or work closely with Student A’s teachers to ensure that
class received the best guidance.

Before and after
ERA helped us extract greater value from our data – something I believe contributed distinctly to our
improved results.
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When we were introduced to ERA our cohort consisted of 158 pupils, achieving 26 grades at B and 2
grades at A. We achieved no certification of A*.
After 3 years of using ERA effectively, in August 2016 of a cohort of 138 pupils, 48 achieved a grade B, a
further 17 students achieved grade A and 3 students achieved A* – a transformational change in a
cohort with the same starting points contextually and academically (KS2 data).

What next?
As we move into an exam only assessment environment, understanding the mark schemes and
demands in the exam room will become all the more valuable.
I believe that other than actually being an examiner, ERA may be the most cost effective and beneficial
means of identifying areas:
• for students to focus on in future cohorts
• where CPD needs to take place for your staff.
As a department we have led whole-staff CPD on how to utilise ERA in other subjects. In the English
department we currently have seven AQA English examiners (Literature and Language combined) in our
department of 10. This, added to the way we use ERA to inform more impactful practice, makes for a
very exciting future for English Language and Literature at Ormiston Sir Stanley Matthews Academy.
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Next steps
Registration
•

Submit the online form to register.

•

Receive confirmation email (this may take a few days).

•

Click the link to log in to e-AQA.

Tutorials
For more information on ERA and how to use it, watch our two-minute tutorials covering:
•

school performance

•

group performance

•

subject performance

•

student performance.

Contact us
T: 0800 1977162

aqa.org.uk/era
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